SORIANT
Accelerating Healthcare Support Services

ENVIRONMENTAL
SERVICES

Patient and visitor satisfaction begins when people walk
through the door of your facility. We’ll help your hospital
realize its mission to be a cost-efficient, clean and safe
facility, while improving productivity and reducing
operating costs in supplies, contracts and other areas.
From green solutions to regulatory compliance, Soriant
partners with your environmental services team to meet
your goals for cost reduction and sustainability.

Medicare payments in the future will be based on measures
of high quality care and quality performance. Environmental
services and cleanliness are key measures of this process. The
struggle ahead for hospital facility managers will be to identify
processes that drive improvements to cleanliness, while
operating within shrinking departmental budgets. Soriant
brings the expertise, leading best practices and experience to
help you mitigate risks and implement sustainable, high value
results amidst these changes.

WORKING TOGETHER, WE ACHIEVE BOTTOM-LINE RESULTS WITH A FOCUS IN THESE AREAS:
MAXIMIZING STAFFING PRODUCTIVITY
IMPLEMENTING LOWER COST/
ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS CLEANING
SUPPLIES
IMPLEMENTING INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES IN
DISINFECTION, CLEANING, AND FLOOR CARE
REDUCING COSTS OF MUNICIPAL & REGULATED
MEDICAL WASTE
REDUCING NON-CONTRACT EXPENSES
RENEGOTIATING SERVICE CONTRACTS

MANAGING RFP/RFI PROCESSES FOR MOVING
TO NEW SERVICE PROVIDERS
ASSESSING DEPARTMENT LEADERSHIP
EFFECTIVENESS
DEVELOPING DEPARTMENT INFRASTRUCTURES
IMPROVING QUALITY, CLEANLINESS, AND
SATISFACTION
PROVIDING FOR INTERIM MANAGEMENT NEEDS
IMPROVING HCAHPS SCORES TO ASSIST IN
MAXIMIZING MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENTS

Important technological advancements in disinfection and cleaning processes have been introduced in the last few years.
In addition, green solutions to cleaning needs have been identified as both providing a positive environmental impact and
financial benefit.Soriant Healthcare will identify those evolutions that will drive improved cleanliness and satisfaction, while
working within your available resources.

To schedule your cost-savings assessment or get more information on how Soriant
can help you reduce costs and improve performance in Environmental Services,
please contact info@sorianthealthcare.com or call 770·777·6633.

